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Randi De GraciaRandi De Gracia

On a real swing in the park, people
use their hands and legs to move

themselves on a swing. With my solar
panel idea, people who use

wheelchairs will be able to enjoy a
swing at the park. To make them

move I use a solar panel, capacitor,
electronic board and a coil.
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As a REACH Scholar, I know one-day astronauts
might go to Mars, and when they do they will need
a safe base. In this project, the goal is to try to
create a building to survive the weather conditions
on Mars. The materials used to construct the
building would need to simulate materials found on
Mars and a method that could be reproduced there
without transporting heavy materials. The building
was tested to see if it could survive a dust storm, a
landslide, cold temperature, and an asteroid impact.
Each test was designed to mimic the weather
conditions with materials that were accessible. The
building had done very well and had only cosmetic
marks. This showed that the building would survive
the weather conditions of Mars.
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The purpose of this
project is to see which

type of sugar when
reacting to yeast will

produce the most
carbon dioxide.

Omar ElkhiderOmar Elkhider
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"When deciding to live in fire-prone areas it is
important to think, Is your home protected against
fires? Choosing the right roof is a good starting
point to know if your house is protected.  Now
knowing that, is your roof good enough? In order to
figure this out, you should look at what rating your
house's roof has. Roofs are rated classes A through
C and are unrated if they aren't good enough to
meet the standards of the other classes. To test
which roofs are better I took a Blowtorch to all the
roofs that are most common. Those are asphalt
shingles, wood shingles, and a clay roof. My
hypothesis was that the normal wood would burn
the fastest and the clay roof would burn the least.
While doing my tests I found out I was correct."
-Marley
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